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I Stand for Life and the Freedom to Live it.
I will uphold the right to life of every human person, from the womb to the tomb. I
profess the dignity of all persons, irrespective of age, state of health, race or
beliefs. I will campaign for the restoration of personhood in law to the unborn
child. I believe that we should cherish all the children of the nation equally.

I Stand for Truth, and the Freedom to Speak it.
I affirm the right to freedom of speech, even where this is contrary to majority or
approved opinion. Human flourishing requires the free flow of information and
ideas. I oppose censorship in all forms, especially by governments, who are
elected to serve, not suppress.

I Stand for Sovereignty, and the Freedom to Exercise it.
I profess the sovereignty of every individual, and will protect and defend their
God-given rights- to movement, to association, to ownership of property, to bodily
integrity and to religious worship. I uphold the rights of individuals, families,
communities and nations over those of banks, corporations, or unelected
supranational bodies.

The Freedom Alliance on the Island of Ireland is a
collection of people, just like you and I who recognise the
current threats to our future, and that of our children. We
are not a political party, but we will work together with like-
minded people and groups on this island and across the
world who share our ideals.

You can view the details on the website.
www.freedomallianceioi.com
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is that billions of ordinary people will suffer immense hardship and pain, while the
elites, as always will get richer.

UN Agenda 21, the blueprint for the twenty-first century describes a return to
feudalism for we, the masses, and extreme capitalism for the predator class.
Universal basic income and a digital identification linked to a central bank digital
currency is at an advanced stage of creation in much of the world. This digital ID
will be linked to our health, travel and other data, and will be used to monitor every
facet of our private lives. Access to the basic necessities of life can be switched on
and off by governments. This will be the end of freedom.

These same parasite class can dictate domestic
policy in supposed democracies, can pay for the
“science” to support it, the military to enforce it, the
media to promote it, the regulators to rubber-stamp it
and the legal systems to criminalise any opposition.
National governments serve only to give the illusion of
participative democracy to what is in fact a
technocratic totalitarianism.

The need for change is urgent, if our sovereignty and
indeed our civilisation, cultivated and fought for by so
many over millennia, is to survive. The battle has

already started. Across the world, millions of people like you are awakening to the
new reality the elites plan for us and are saying NO.

We need to forge what has been called a “global anti-globalist alliance”. Green and
orange, left and right, loyalist and republican, black and white and all of the other
divisions the elites have fostered over centuries to keep us divided, are redundant
in the face of the crisis now facing us.

I seek your vote to be a voice for our right to share this beautiful planet, as free men
and women. The vultures who claim ownership of the earth and her people will not
prevail, because we are the many, they are the few, and together we are mighty.
We will not comply. We will not build the future they have planned for us, but will
build back better according to our own genius and traditions.

I have lived and worked as a doctor in my hometown of Derry all of my life, working
in Altnagelvin Hospital, in Community Paediatrics and for the last thirty years as a
GP in Shantallow. I have been involved in many local community initiatives over the
years, and have campaigned for a stand-alone University of Derry, an end to toxic
mining in the Sperrins, and for the rights of people to the natural resources of their
land.

I was elected as a Councillor to Derry and Strabane District Council in 2018, but
resigned my seat in September 2020 because I could not be part of an
administration which locked up healthy people, denied children their education,
deprived people of their right to earn a living, and to a family life on the basis of a
flawed laboratory test.

In recent years, I have campaigned against lockdowns, for free and informed
consent to medical treatments and for end to medical apartheid.

Over the past two years, many people have come to realise that the decisions
which shape our lives are increasingly being made far above the level of our
governments. We have seen the outworking of this New World Order, when the
developed world responded in lockstep to a viral infection with a case fatality no
worse than a bad flu season, by the removal of our basic human rights. Two
weeks to flatten the curve came two years of inhumane restrictions and coercive
governance that Stalin would have been proud of. Every government-mandated
intervention has since been shown to have made the situation immeasurably
worse. And of course, when governments award themselves special powers, they
do not willingly return them to the people.

We need to realise that the vast majority of the
world’s wealth and influence is held by a tiny number
of immensely rich and powerful interests. These
privately-owned bodies have assets which are
greater than those of many nations. For example,
Blackrock, an “investment firm” controls more than
ten trillion dollars on behalf of its shareholders.

Because of their almost limitless wealth and power,
these faceless entities can start and end wars, while funding and arming both
sides. They can organise coups of democratically elected governments, implement
regime change and decimate the infrastructure, economies and more importantly
civilian lives in countries of whose governance they do not approve. Think
Palestine, Libya, Syria, Yemen and now Ukraine. We must remember that in every
war, the military/industrial complex are the winners, and always, civilians suffer.

The world is undergoing unprecedented change since 2020. There are tectonic
shifts occurring in global geopolitics and financial affairs, of which the only certainty
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